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A key factor in the performance of the United States 
(U.S.) National Airspace System (NAS) is the capacity of 
airport runway systems. Th e rates at which airports can 
accommodate arrival and departure operations are governed 
by the number and layout of runways; by separation standards 
that vary with technology, winds, and weather; by the mix 
of aircraft  and how precisely fl ights maneuver; and by the 
effi  ciency with which air traffi  c controllers plan operations. 
Airport capacity estimates are an important element of 
benchmarking today’s operations, understanding the impact 
of Next Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen) 
operational improvements, and modeling system-wide 
operational performance.

In 2004, MITRE started its investment in the research 
of a medium resolution simulation model to enable rapid 
analysis of airport capacity for operational concepts beyond 
the reach of standard analytical models like the Federal 
Aviation Administration’s (FA A’s) Airfi eld Capacity Model. 
Th e result of this research was a prototype soft ware named 
runwaySimulator. Since the conclusion of the research and 
validation phases, MITRE has used runwaySimulator as 
its primary tool for airport capacity estimation to baseline 
capacities at major airports, to parameterize simulations for 
system-wide analyses, to assess the eff ects of operational 
changes (e.g., wake class re-categorization, arrival-departure 
windows), and to study alternative runway improvement and 
closure projects at various airports. Th e tool has been used to 
model near-, mid-, and far-term concepts for both domestic 
and international customers. Perhaps the most visible 
application of runwaySimulator is the new Airport Capacity 
Profi les Report published by the FA A’s Offi  ce of Airports in 
2014, which speaks to the capacities of 33 major airports today 
and in the future (See Figure 1).

Th e medium resolution simulation approach has proven 
versatile and cost-eff ective in MITRE’s work and would be 
useful to many in the aviation community. MITRE has now 
built a version of runwaySimulator to be made available to 
the public. Th e new soft ware is compatible with existing data 
sources and will facilitate sharing of scenarios and results. In 
addition, the model has been improved some, generalizing 
concepts and leveraging a richer trajectory engine.

Th e soft ware, writt en in Java and free of third-party license 
requirements, rests on two MITRE-developed foundations: 
the Tortuga simulation framework and the Aviation Data 
Library. Th e new version of runwaySimulator includes a newly 
developed fast-time version of MITRE’s Java Flight Model. 
Th e soft ware uses the Aeronautical Information Exchange 
Model (AIXM) Extensible Markup Language (XML) 
format for fi les describing airport layouts and procedures. In 
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Figure 1. Current and Future Capacity Curves from the 
Airport Capacity Benchmark Report
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fact, the soft ware uses the same ARINC 424 leg types found 
in the published procedures understood by aircraft  fl ight 
management systems (see Figure 2).

MITRE has worked with the FA A to create a website, 
htt p://www.faa.gov/airports/planning_capacity/
runwaysimulator, where more information about the model is 

available and access to the tool and training can be requested. 
Evolution of the model will be based on recommendations 
of other airport capacity analysts. In addition, the Airport 
Cooperative Research Program’s Project Report 79 Evaluating 
Airfi eld Capacity recommends runwaySimulator to the airport 
community.

Figure 2. Analysts Can Visualize Various Data in the New runwaySimulator Interface
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